RISING 4th Grade SUMMER READING PROJECT
Suggested Reading for the Family: "What your Fourth Grader/ What your Third Grader needs to know,” Seven
habits of happy kids/ Highly Effective Families, Books about the Fish! Philosophy

Choose ONE “Who Was” Book from these five choices:
Who Was Blackbeard
Who Were The Wright Brothers
Who Was Queen Elizabeth
Who Was Thomas Alva Edison
Who Was Sacagawea

Choose ONE of the following Projects to complete
Be sure to include:
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Who is the person you read about
Why did you choose that person
What is that person known for
Where and when the person was born
Five important and interesting facts about the person

SCRAPBOOK
Create a Scrapbook for your Famous Person in History. Scrapbooks represent the character’s
history, actions and emotions. Compile pictures, and / or special artifacts to make pages that
represent your famous person in history. You can print pictures, cut them from magazines, or draw
them. You will need to include brief summaries or captions that describe the relevance of your item.
DIARY
Create a Diary for your Famous Person in History. Follow your famous person through their actions
and emotions throughout their lives. Put yourself in the character’s shoes. Each time you read, write a
diary entry from the point of view of that character. If you choose to include pictures in your entry the
pictures should be no more than a sketch that briefly describes the entry.
MOBILE
Create a mobile for your Famous Person. Your mobile can include pictures and items that represent
your famous person. The mobile will need to include brief summaries describing why the picture or
item is relevant.
POSTER
Using poster board, create a Poster, Wanted Poster, or Magazine cover to represent your Famous
Person. You can print pictures, cut them from magazines, or draw them. You will need to include
brief summaries or captions that describe the relevance of your item.

